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Abstract

It is shown that two continuous-time control systems are dynami-
cally feedback equivalent if and only if their Euler’s discretizations are
h-dynamically feedback equivalent for every discretization step h. In par-
ticular, a continuous-time system is dynamically feedback linearizable if
and only if its Euler’s discretization is h-dynamically feedback lineariz-
able for every h > 0. The proofs of these results are based on alge-
braic characterizations of dynamic feedback equivalence for continuous-
time and discrete-time systems. Two continuous-time systems are dy-
namically feedback equivalent if and only if their differential algebras are
isomorphic. Similarly, two discrete-time systems are dynamically feedback
equivalent if and only if their difference algebras are isomorphic. Differ-
ential algebras corresponding to continuous-time systems and difference
algebras corresponding to discretizations of those systems form two cat-
egories. Discretization induces a covariant functor from one category to
the other. This functor may be inverted as the difference algebras are
equipped with the whole family of difference operators corresponding to
all discretizations steps h.

1 Introduction

Paw luszewicz and Bartosiewicz (2000) have shown that if two nonlinear conti-
nuous-time systems are dynamically feedback equivalent then their Euler’s dis-
cretizations are also dynamically feedback equivalent. Algebraic characteriza-
tions of the equivalence properties for both continuous-time and discrete-time
systems were used. In the continuous-time case Jakubczyk (1992,1993) has
shown that two systems are dynamically feedback equivalent if and only if their
differential algebras are isomorphic. This result has been transferred by Bar-
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tosiewicz, Jakubczyk and Paw luszewicz (1994) to the discrete-time case, where
the difference algebra of the system was used instead of differential algebra.

In both cases algebraic objects are in one-to-one correspondence with the
control systems. Hence, each system may be represented by an algebraic object:
differential or difference algebra. They form two categories, with morphisms
preserving differential or difference structure.

In this paper we prove the converse of the result of Paw luszewicz and Bar-
tosiewicz (2000). Thus we show that if Euler’s discretizations of two continuous-
time systems are dynamically feedback equivalent for every discretization step h,
then the continuous-time systems are dynamically feedback equivalent as well.
To achieve this we have to modify the language. First, to the discretized system
we associate now an algebra with a family of difference operators parameterized
by h and not just a single operator. Second, we slightly change the definition
of this operator and the definition of dynamic feedback equivalence for discrete-
time systems. We have to show, however, that with this modified language we
still have the same results. In fact, we generalize the result of Paw luszewicz
and Bartosiewicz (2000) to all dynamic extensions of the discrete-time control
system. But the converse holds only for one of them, the one that comes from
the Euler’s discretization of the extension of the continuous-time system and
defines h-dynamic feedback equivalence. Euler’s discretization of a nonlinear
continuous-time control system gives rise to a transformation of the differential
algebra of this system into the family of difference algebras. We prove that
this transformation is a covariant functor from the category C of the differential
algebras of continuous-time systems into category D of the families of difference
algebras parameterized by the step of discretization. We show that this functor
has an inverse from D into C which gives the main result of this paper. As
a byproduct we get the following statement: a continuous-time system is dy-
namically feedback linearizable if and only if for every discretization step h its
Euler’s discretization is h-dynamically feedback linearizable.

Euler’s discretization is often used to solve numerically nonlinear differential
equations that describe control systems. It is important to know what happens
to properties possessed by the system: which of them are invariant under the
discretization and which are lost. We show here that dynamic feedback equiv-
alence is one of the invariant properties. Another property in this context is
nonsmooth (static) feedback linearization studied by Celikovský (1995).

Another method of discretization of continuous-time systems is sampling.
The influence of sampling on different structural properties of systems was stud-
ied by many authors, e.g. Arapostatis et al. (1989), Grizzle and Kokotovic
(1988), Kazantzis and Kravaris (1997), Kotta (1993), Monaco and Normand-
Cyrot (1988).

The language of differential and difference algebra was first used in control
theory by M. Fliess (1986,1987,1990). Flies et al. (1992) also introduced the
concept of flat system which is very close to a system dynamically feedback
linearizable in the sense of Jakubczyk (see e.g. Pomet (1995) for the extensive
discussion of these ideas and other references).
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2 Notation

Let A be a set. By Jr(A) we will denote the set of all sequences Z = (z(r), z(r+
1), . . .) where z(i) ∈ A and r ∈ Z. We say that Z starts at time r. If A =
Rs1 × . . .×Rsk , then the set Jr(A) will be denoted by Jr(s1, . . . , sk). The union
of all Jr(A) for r ∈ N will be denoted by J(A). Similarly J(s1, . . . , sk) will
denote the union of all Jr(s1, . . . , sk) for r ∈ N.

Remark 2.1. Elements of Jr(s) will play the role of trajectories, starting at
moment r, of discrete-time systems. Elements of J0(s) may be also interpreted
as jets of the smooth function t 7→ z(t) at t = 0. Thus we shall often identify
z(k) with the derivative z(k)(0). Sometimes the notation Z = (z0, z1, . . .) will
be more suitable for Z ∈ J0(s).

The shift operator sk is the map sk : Jr(A)→Jr+k(A) defined by sk(Z) := Y ,
where y(i) = z(i − k) for i ≥ r + k and k ∈ Z. The restriction operator
ci : Jr(A)→Jr+i(A) is given by ci(Z) := {z(r + i), . . .}, i ≥ 0.

The set J0(A) may be identified with the infinite product AN. If A is a
topological space, e.g. Rn with the standard topology, then we use the product
(Tikhonov) topology on J0(A). The basis of this topology consists of the sets
that are the inverse images of open sets in An with respect to the projections
Πk : Z 7→ (z(0), . . . , z(k − 1)) for k ∈ N.

We shall consider real maps defined on J(A). We assume that such maps are
shift invariant (so we treat them as functions on J0(A)) and depend on a finite
number of elements z(0), z(1), . . . , z(q) of the sequence Z ∈ J(A), but q depends
on the specific map. We shall call such a map finitely presented. Let T be a
set. A map φ : J(A)→RT is finitely presented if all components of φ have this
property. If γ : J(A)→B, then the extension of γ is the map Γ : J(A)→J(B),
Γ(Z) = Z̃, z̃(i) = γ(ci−r(Z)) for i ≥ r.

If J0(A) is a topological space, we consider only finitely presented continuous
functions on it and the space of all these functions is equipped with the uniform
convergence topology.

3 Equivalence of systems

We present here the definitions of dynamic feedback equivalence of nonlinear
continuous-time and discrete-time systems.

3.1 Continuous-time systems

Let us consider an analytic or smooth continuous-time control system defined
on Rn:

Σc : ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) (1)

where u(t) ∈ Rm. By a trajectory of this system we will mean any pair (x(·), u(·))
that fulfils the equation (1) on some interval. The set of all trajectories of the
system Σc forms the behavior of this system. It will be denoted by B(Σc).
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Let us consider two continuous-time systems

Σc : ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) and Σ̃c : ˙̃x(t) = f̃(x̃(t), ũ(t)

where x(t) ∈ Rn, x̃(t) ∈ Rñ, u(t), ũ(t) ∈ Rm, t ∈ R. Following Jakubczyk
(1992) we say that Σc and Σ̃c are dynamically feedback equivalent if there exist
transformations:

x = φ(X̃), u = ψ(X̃, Ũ) (2)

x̃ = φ̃(X), ũ = ψ̃(X,U) (3)

where φ : J(ñ)→Rn, φ̃ : J(n)→Rñ, ψ : J(ñ, m̃)→Rm, ψ̃ : J(n,m)→Rñ are
finitely presented maps of class Cs, s = ω or s = ∞, such that the induced
maps on pairs (x(·), u(·)) and (x̃(·), ũ(·)) transform behaviors of one system
onto behaviors of the second one and are mutually inverse on these behaviors.
Thus we get

x(t) = φ(x̃(t), x̃′(t), . . . , x̃(k)(t))

u(t) = ψ(x̃(t), x̃′(t), . . . , x̃(k)(t), ũ(t), ũ′(t), . . . , ũ(k)(t))

for some k ≥ 0, and similarly for (x̃(t), ũ(t)). System Σc is dynamically feedback
linearizable if it is dynamically feedback equivalent to a linear controllable one.

3.2 Discrete-time systems

Let us consider a nonlinear discrete-time control system of class Cs defined on
Rn:

Σd : x(k + 1) = g(x(k), u(k)) (4)

where u(k) ∈ Rm, k ∈ Z and g is of class Cs.
Let H : J0(m)→J0(m) be a finitely presented map of class Cs. If necessary,

we can extend it to sequences starting at arbitrary time r putting H(U) =
sr(H(s−r(U))).

By the H-extension of Σd we mean the system ΣH
d defined by

x(k + 1) = g(x(k), u0(k)) (5a)
U(k + 1) = H(U(k)), (5b)

where U(k) = (u0(k), u1(k), . . .) ∈ J0(m).
Let us consider the sequences starting at time r: X = {x(r), x(r+ 1), . . .} ∈

Jr(n) and U = {U(r), U(r + 1), . . .} ∈ Jr(J0(m))). The couple Z = (X,U)
is a H-trajectory (starting at time r) of the system Σd if it satisfies (5) for
k ≥ r. We shall often identify Z with the sequence (Z(r), Z(r + 1), . . .), where
Z(k) = (x(k), U(k)). The set of all H-trajectories of the system Σd forms the
H-behavior of this system. We will denote it by BH(Σd). Moreover, BH(Σd) =⋃
r∈Z

BH
r (Σd), where BH

r (Σd) is the set of all H-trajectories starting at time r.
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Let Z = (X,U) be a H-trajectory starting at time 0 with initial condition
(x(0), U(0)). We define P = (T,R) as the map P (x(0), U(0)) = (X,U). We
shall assume that
A0. T is left invertible, i.e. we can recover (x(0), U(0)) from X. Then P is also
left invertible.

Let us consider two nonlinear discrete-time systems defined, respectively, on
Rn and Rñ:

Σd : x(k + 1) = g(x(k), u(k)) and Σ̃d : x̃(k + 1) = g̃(x̃(k), ũ(k))

where u(k), ũ(k) ∈ Rm. Let us consider finitely presented maps:

φ : J(ñ)→Rn, Ψ : J(ñ,m)→J0(m) and φ̃ : J(n)→Rñ, Ψ̃ : J(n,m)→J0(m).

They define dynamic transformations of states and extended controls of both
systems of the form:

x(k) = φ(x̃(k), . . . , x̃(k + q̃))
ui(k) = Ψi(x̃(k), . . . , x̃(k + q̃i), ũ0(k), . . . , ũq̃i

(k))

and

x̃(k) = φ̃(x(k), . . . , x(k + q))

ũi(k) = Ψ̃(x(k), . . . , x(k + qi), u0(k), . . . , uqi
(k))

Let Φ and Φ̃ be the extensions of φ and φ̃, respectively. By H-extension of
Ψ we mean the map ΨH : J(ñ)× J(J0(m))→J(J0(m)) defined by

ΨH
k (X̃, Ũ) = Ψ(ck(X̃),Hk(Ũ)),

for X̃ and Ũ starting at 0 and k ≥ 0. Similarly Ψ̃H is defined.
Let χ : J(ñ)×J(J0(m))→J(n)×J(J0(m)) and χ̃ : J(n)×J(J0(m))→J(ñ)×

J(J0(m)) be defined as follows:

χ = (Φ,ΨH), χ̃ = (Φ̃, Ψ̃H).

We say that systems Σd and Σ̃d are H-dynamically feedback equivalent if
there exist maps (φ,Ψ) and (φ̃, Ψ̃) such that

χ(BH(Σ̃d)) = BH(Σd), χ̃(BH(Σd)) = BH(Σ̃d)

and χ and χ̃ are mutually inverse on the systems’ H-behaviors.
Discrete-time system Σd is H-dynamically feedback linearizable if it is H-

dynamically feedback equivalent to a controllable linear one.

Remark 3.1. The definition of H-dynamical feedback equivalence requires maps
Ψ and Ψ̃ with values in infinite-dimensional spaces. This is the cost we have to
pay for a more general definition than in the continuous-time case. However in
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many cases Ψ may be regarded as an infinite extension of a finite-dimensional
map.

Two particular cases of H will be important in our studies: H(U) = c1(U)
and Hh(U) = U +hc1(U), where U ∈ J0(m) and h > 0. In the first case Ψ may
be redefined as the extension of ψ = Ψ0 :

Ψ(X̃, Ũ) = (ψ(X̃, Ũ), ψ(c1(X̃), c1(Ũ)), . . .).

In the second case, the components of Ψ may be defined recurrently: Ψk+1(X̃, Ũ) =
(Ψk(c1(X̃),H(Ũ)) − Ψk(X̃, Ũ))/h, so again it is enough to have the finite-
dimensional map ψ = Ψ0. Observe that for both cases the map T which assigns
X to the initial condition (x(0), U(0)) is left invertible.

We say that two discrete-time systems are h-dynamically feedback equivalent
if they are Hh-dynamically feedback equivalent. Similarly we define h-dynamic
feedback linearizability of a discrete-time system.

Remark 3.2. Bartosiewicz, Jakubczyk and Paw luszewicz (1994) introduced the
anticipating feedback equivalence. It is exactly H-dynamic feedback equivalence
for H(U) = c1(U), U ∈ J0(m). In general, two H-dynamically feedback equiv-
alent systems do not have to be H̃-dynamically feedback equivalent for another
map H̃. The concept of H-dynamic feedback equivalence could be also intro-
duced for continuous-time systems. But it will only be used in the discrete-time
case to deal with the discretized systems, so there is no need of a more general
approach.

4 Differential and difference algebras

A differential algebra is a commutative algebra A over R together with a dif-
ferential operator D : A→A, i.e. a linear map satisfying the Leibniz rule for
product. A map τ : A1→A2 is a homomorphism of differential algebras (A1, D1)
and (A2, D2) if it is a homomorphism of algebras and D2 ◦ τ = τ ◦D1.

A difference algebra is a commutative algebra A over R together with a ho-
momorphism d : A→A, called difference operator. If (A1, d1), (A2, d2) are two
difference algebras then a map τ : A1→A2 is a homomorphism of these algebras
if it is homomorphism of algebras and d2 ◦ τ = τ ◦ d1. If the homomorphism
τ is a bijective map, then τ is an isomorphism of, respectively, differential or
difference algebras.

A parametric difference algebra is a commutative algebra A over R with a
family d = {ds, s ∈ S} of difference operators, where S is the set of parameters.
Let (A1, d

1), (A2, d
2) be two parametric difference algebras with the same set

of parameters. A map τ : A1→A2 is a homomorphism (isomorphism) of these
algebras if for every s ∈ S it is a homomorphism (isomorphism) of difference
algebras (A1, d

1
s)→(A2, d

2
s).
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Let A(n,m) denote the algebra of all finitely presented, shift invariant, real
functions of class Cs defined on Rn×J(m). We may treat them as functions on
Rn × J0(m). We will assume that functions in A(n,m) are of the same class as
the dynamics f of the continuous- or discrete-time system that is considered.

From now on, in both continuous-time and discrete-time cases we will as-
sume the following:
A1. For every x, y ∈ Rn there is at most one u that satisfies the equation
y = f(x, u).
A2. For any x and u the rank of matrix ∂f

∂u (x, u) is full.
A3. The map Rn × Rm→Rn × Rm : (x, u) 7→ (x, f(x, u)) is proper.

By the differential operator associated with the system Σc we will mean the
map DΣc

: A(n,m)→A(n,m) introduced by Jakubczyk (1992):

DΣc
:=

∑
1≤q≤n

fq
∂

∂xq
+

∑
i,j

u
(i+1)
j

∂

∂u
(i)
j

(6)

where U = ((u(i)
j ; j = 1, . . . ,m); i ≥ 0) ∈ J0(m). The second sum is treated

as a formal sum. For ϕ ∈ A(n,m), DΣc
ϕ is a well defined, finitely presented

function. If l ≥ 2, then Dl
Σc
ϕ := DΣc

(Dl−1
Σc

ϕ). The algebra A(n,m) together
with the differential operator DΣc

forms a differential algebra called the differ-
ential algebra of the system Σc and denoted by (A(n,m), DΣc) or shortly by
AΣc . Jakubczyk (1992) proved the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Under assumptions A1 - A3, two analytic (or smooth) systems
Σc and Σ̃c are dynamically feedback equivalent if and only if their differential
algebras are isomorphic.

The differential operator DΣc may be interpreted as an abstract vector field
on the infinite-dimensional space Rn × J0(m). The vector field, in turn, corre-
sponds to the following infinite system of differential equations

ẋ = f(x, u0) (7a)
u̇0 = u1 (7b)
u̇1 = u2 (7c)
. . . . . .

The difference operator corresponding to the discrete-time system Σd will
depend on the map H used to extend the system. The difference operator
associated with Σd is given by the formula

(dH
Σd
ϕ)(x,U) = ϕ(g(x, u0),H(U)), (8)

where U = (u0, u1, . . .). The difference algebra AH
Σd

= (A(n,m), dH
Σd

) will be
called H-difference algebra of Σd. When we evaluate ϕ on a H-trajectory of Σd

at time k, (x(k), U(k)), then its time shift is described by dH
Σd

:

ϕ(x(k + 1), U(k + 1)) = (dH
Σd
ϕ)(x(k), U(k)).
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The most natural extension is given by H = c1. It leads to the following

x(k + 1) = g(x(k), u0(k)) (9a)
u0(k + 1) = u1(k) (9b)
u1(k + 1) = u2(k) (9c)

. . . . . .

where the components of U ∈ J0(m) are interpreted as subsequent time shifts
of the control u = u0.

This approach was used by Bartosiewicz, Jakubczyk and Paw luszewicz (1994)
to present a characterization of the dynamic (or anticipating) feedback equiva-
lence in the discrete-time case. We need an extension of this fact to arbitrary
H-dynamic feedback equivalence.

Theorem 4.2. Under assumptions A0–A3, two discrete time systems are H-
dynamically feedback equivalent if and only if their H-difference algebras are
isomorphic.

Proof. “⇒” Assume that Σ and Σ̃ are H-dynamically feedback equivalent. Then
the maps χ and χ̃ corresponding to dynamic transformations transform a H-
trajectory of one system onto a H-trajectory of the other system. Let Z(k) =
(x(k), U(k)) and Z̃(k) = (x̃(k), Ũ(k)) denote H-trajectories evaluated at time
k. Let gH(x,U) = (g(x, u0),H(U)) and g̃H(x̃, Ũ) = (g̃(x̃, ũ0),H(Ũ)). Then
dH
Σd

(ϕ) = ϕ ◦ gH . For every Z(0) we get

(P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P ◦ gH)(Z(0)) = P̃−1(χ̃(P (Z(1)))) = Z̃(1) = g̃H(Z̃(0))

= g̃H(P̃−1(χ̃(P (Z(0))))) = (g̃H ◦ P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P )(Z(0)). (10)

Let τ̃ = (P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P )∗, i.e. τ̃(ϕ̃) = ϕ̃ ◦ P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P for ϕ̃ ∈ AH
Σ̃d

. Observe that
P̃−1 acts on H-trajectories, so the expression is well defined. Hence, from (10)

dH
Σd

(τ̃ ϕ̃) = ϕ̃ ◦ P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P ◦ gH = ϕ̃ ◦ g̃H ◦ P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P
= (dH

Σ̃d
ϕ̃) ◦ P̃−1 ◦ χ̃ ◦ P = τ̃(dH

Σ̃d
ϕ̃), (11)

which means that τ̃ is a homomorphism of difference algebras AH
Σ̃d

and AH
Σd

.
Similarly we show that τ = (P−1 ◦ χ ◦ P̃ )∗ is a homomorphism from AH

Σd
to

AH
Σ̃d

. As the compositions χ ◦ χ̃ and χ̃ ◦χ are identities on the behaviors we get
that τ ◦ τ̃ = (P−1 ◦χ◦ P̃ )∗ ◦(P̃−1 ◦ χ̃◦P )∗ = (P̃−1 ◦ χ̃◦P ◦P−1 ◦χ◦ P̃ )∗ = id and
similarly for τ̃ ◦ τ . This means that τ and τ̃ are isomorphisms of the difference
algebras.
“⇐” Assume that τ : AH

Σd
→AH

Σ̃d
is an isomorphism of H-difference algebras.

Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) and U = (u01, . . . , u0m, . . .) be treated as sequences of func-
tions from A(n,m). Then we define φ(X̃) = (τ(x))(T̃−1(X̃)) and Ψ(X̃, Ũ) =
(τ(U))(T̃−1(X̃)), where X̃ is the first component of an H-trajectory Z and Ũ ∈
J0(m) is arbitrary (actually Ũ is redundant here because of A0). Thus we have
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τ(x) = φ◦T̃ = x◦φ◦T̃ = (φ◦T̃ )∗(x) and τ(U) = Ψ◦T̃ = U ◦Ψ◦T̃ = (Ψ◦T̃ )∗(U).
By the result of Jakubczyk (1992), this means that τ = (φ ◦ T̃ ,Ψ ◦ T̃ )∗ on the
entire algebra A(ñ,m).

Let X̃ = (x̃(0), x̃(1), . . .) and Ũ = (Ũ(0), Ũ(1), . . .) form a H-trajectory of Σ̃d

starting at 0. Let x(k) = φ(ck(X̃)) and U(k) = Ψ(ck(X̃), Ũ(k)). We are going
to show that X = (x(0), x(1), . . .) and U = (U(0), U(1), . . .) form a H-trajectory
of Σd:

x(k + 1) = φ(ck+1(X̃)) = (τ(x))(x̃(k + 1), Ũ(k + 1))

= (τ(x))(g̃H(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = (dH
Σ̃d

(τ(x))(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = τ(dH
Σd

(x))(x̃(k), Ũ(k))

= τ(g)(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = (g ◦ (φ ◦ T̃ ,Ψ ◦ T̃ ))(x̃(k), Ũ(k))
= g(x(k), U(k)) = g(x(k), u0(k)).

Similarly

U(k + 1) = Ψ(ck+1X̃, Ũ(k + 1)) = (τ(U))(x̃(k + 1), Ũ(k + 1))

= (τ(U))(g̃H(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = (dH
Σ̃d

(τ(U))(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = τ(dH
Σd

(U))(x̃(k), Ũ(k))

= τ(H)(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = (H ◦ (φ ◦ T̃ ,Ψ ◦ T̃ ))(x̃(k), Ũ(k)) = H(U(k)).

Thus φ and Ψ define a transformation that transports H-trajectories of one
system onto H-trajectories of the other. To extend φ and Ψ to J0(ñ) and
J0(ñ,m), respectively, we proceed as Bartosiewicz, Jakubczyk and Paw luszewicz
(1994), using assumption A3.

Let h > 0. By the Euler’s discretization associated with the system Σc,
corresponding to h, we will mean the system Σh

d defined by

x(k + 1) = x(k) + hf(x(k), u(k)) (12)

If we extend (12) using the operator H, then the difference operator dH
h associ-

ated to (12) will take on the form

(dH
h ϕ)(x, U) = ϕ(x+ hf(x, u0),H(U)). (13)

The map H = c1 was used by Bartosiewicz and Paw luszewicz (2000) to prove
that if two continuous-time systems are dynamically feedback equivalent, then
their Euler’s discretizations are c1-dynamically feedback equivalent. The follow-
ing theorem gives a generalization of that result.

Theorem 4.3. If two continuous-time systems are dynamically feedback equiv-
alent, then for every discretization step h and for every map H the Euler’s
discretizations of these systems corresponding to h are H-dynamically feedback
equivalent.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 is a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and the
following lemma.
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Lemma 4.4. Let τ be a homomorphism of the differential algebras

τ : (A(n,m), DΣc
)→(A(ñ,m), DΣ̃c

).

Then for every h and H, τ is a homomorphism of the difference algebras τ :
(A(n,m), dH

h )→(A(ñ,m), d̃H
h ) of the discretized systems.

Proof. From the assumption we have τ ◦ DΣc
= DΣ̃c

◦ τ . We shall show that
τ ◦ dH

h = d̃H
h ◦ τ .

Let π̃1 and π̃2 be the projections (x̃, Ũ) 7→ x̃ and (x̃, Ũ) 7→ Ũ , respectively.
It was shown by Jakubczyk (1992) that for the map τ there exists a map µ :
Rñ × J0(m)→Rn × J0(m) such that τ = µ∗. Let F : Rk→R, then

τ(F (ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) = F (ϕ1 ◦ µ, . . . , ϕk ◦ µ) = F (τϕ1, . . . , τϕk)

Hence τ commutes with substitutions. In particular, τϕ = τ(ϕ ◦ (x,U)) =
ϕ(τx, τU) and τ(H) = H(τU) which gives

d̃H
h (τϕ) = (τϕ)((id + hDΣ̃c

) ◦ π̃1,H ◦ π̃2)
= ϕ(τ((id + hDΣ̃c

) ◦ π̃1,H ◦ π̃2))
= ϕ((id + hDΣc

,H)(τ(π̃1, π̃2)))
= (dH

h ϕ)(τ(π̃1, π̃2) = τ(dH
h ϕ).

The converse of Theorem 4.3 will be proved in the next section only for a
particular choice of the map H, involving the discretization step h. This H is
related to the discretization of the extended system (7) which gives the following
extension of (12).

x(k + 1) = x(k) + hf(x(k), u0(k)) (14a)
u0(k + 1) = u0(k) + hu1(k) (14b)
u1(k + 1) = u1(k) + hu2(k) (14c)

. . . . . .

Thus in this case Hh(U) = U+hc1(U) naturally appears. Now the difference
operator, denoted by dh, corresponding to Σh

d is as follows:

(dhϕ)(x,U) = ϕ(x+ hf(x, u0), U + hc1(U)). (15)

where ϕ ∈ A(n,m) and U = (u0, u1, . . .) as before. If l ≥ 2, then dl
hϕ :=

dh(dl−1
h )ϕ.

The algebra A(n,m) together with the family of difference operators d =
{dh, h > 0}, is a parametric difference algebra (parameterized by h > 0). We
will call it the parametric difference algebra of the system Σd (with the family
of difference operators dh), and denote by AΣd

.
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5 Categories of differential and difference alge-
bras

We define the category C of differential algebras of continuous-time systems as
follows:
1. by the class of objects ObC of C we will mean the class of all differential
algebras AΣc

corresponding to continuous-time systems Σc.
2. by the set of morphisms of C, denoted by MorC, we will mean the set of all
homomorphisms between differential algebras from ObC.

Let (A1, D1), (A2, D2), (A3, D3) ∈ ObC and ν : (A1, D1)→(A2, D2), τ :
(A2, D2)→(A3, D3) be morphisms from MorC. Then ν ◦ τ ∈ MorC, ν ◦ τ :
(A1, D1)→(A3, D3), is the composition of morphisms. The identity map A→A
is the unit morphism.

Now we are going to define the category D of parametric difference algebras
of discrete-time systems that are the Euler’s discretizations of continuous-time
systems. We define the category D as follows:
1. the class of objects ObD of category D is formed by the parametric difference
algebras AΣd

(parameterized by h) corresponding to the discretizations (14) of
the continuous-time system Σc.
2. the class of morphisms MorD of D consists of all homomorphisms between
parametric difference algebras from ObD. Composition of morphisms and the
unit morphism are defined as before.

Let F : C→D be a functor from category C into category D: F := (F1,F2),
F1 : ObC→ObD, F2 : MorC→MorD. Let F1(A(n,m)) := A(n,m) and let
F1DΣc be a family of difference operators, parameterized by h, defined by

(F1DΣc
)hx := (id + hDΣc

)x = x+ hf(x, u0) (16)
(F1DΣc

)hU := (id + hDΣc
)U = U + hc1(U) (17)

where x = (x1, . . . , xn) and U = (u0, u1, . . .) and

(F1DΣc)hϕ(x,U) := ϕ((F1DΣc)hx, (F1DΣc)hU) (18)

for any ϕ ∈ A(n,m) and h > 0. We treat x and U as maps x : R× J(m)→Rn

and U : R×J(m)→J(m), respectively, so x and U are collections of finitely pre-
sented functions from A(n,m). Above id denotes the identity map on A(n,m).
Since DΣc

x = f , the difference operator dh = (F1DΣc
)h may be written as

dhϕ(x, U) = ϕ(x+ hf(x, u), U + hc1(U)) where u = u(0). It corresponds to the
discrete-time system (14). It is the Euler’s discretization of (7) with the step h
and H(U) = U + hc1(U).

Finally, if τ : A1→A2 is a homomorphism of differential algebras (A1, D1)
and (A2, D2) from ObC, then F2(τ) := τ as a homomorphism of algebras (recall
that F1(A1) = A1 and F1(A2) = A2). From Lemma 4.4 we obtain that τ is
then a homomorphism of the difference algebras (A1,F1(D1)) and (A2,F1(D2)).
Thus we get
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Theorem 5.1. F is a covariant functor from category C to category D. 2

Let us consider now a functor G = (G1,G2) from category D to category C,
defined by: G1 : ObD→ObC, G2 : MorD→MorC and G1(A(n,m)) := A(n,m).
Let d := {dh : h > 0} be the family of difference operators corresponding to a
parametric difference algebra from ObD. Then we define G1(d) by

(G1(d))ϕ := lim
h→0

(dhϕ)− ϕ

h
. (19)

G1(d) is a well defined differential operator and it recovers DΣc – the differ-
ential operator of the continuous-time system that has been discretized. In fact,
we have

(G1d)ϕ(x, U) = lim
h→0

ϕ(x+ hf(x, u), U + hc1(U))− ϕ(x,U)
h

=
d

dh
|h=0 ϕ(x+ hf(x, u), U + hc1(u))

=
∂ϕ

∂x
(x) · f(x, u) +

∂ϕ

∂U
(x, U) · ∂U + hc1(U)

∂h
. (20)

Lemma 5.2. Let us assume that τ ∈ MorD. Then τ ∈ MorC, i.e is a homo-
morphism of the differential algebras.

Proof. From the assumption, τ ◦ dh = d̃h ◦ τ for difference operators dh and d̃h

and for any h > 0. Then, continuity of τ implies that

τ((G1d)ϕ) = τ( lim
h→0

(dhϕ)− ϕ

h
)

= lim
h→0

τ(
(dhϕ)− ϕ

h
)

= lim
h→0

d̃h(τϕ)− (τϕ)
h

= (G1d̃)(τϕ)

This ends the proof.

Proposition 5.3. Let F and G be functors defined above. Then F ◦G = id and
G ◦ F = id.

Proof. Because F1(A(n,m)) = A(n,m) and G1(A(n,m)) = A(n,m), it is enough
to show that F1◦G1 = id and G1◦F1 = id on difference and differential operators,
respectively. In fact, we have

(F1(G1d))hϕ = ϕ((id + hG1d)x, (id + hG1d)U)

= ϕ(x+ h lim
h̃→0

dh̃x− x

h̃
;U + h lim

h̃→0

dh̃U − U

h̃
)

= ϕ((id + hDΣc
)x; (id + hDΣc

)U) = dhϕ

12



for any h > 0. On the other hand we have

(G1(F1DΣc
))ϕ = lim

h→0

(F1DΣc
)ϕ− ϕ

h

= lim
h→0

ϕ((id + hDΣc)x; (id + hDΣc)U)− ϕ(x, U)
h

which, by (20), implies that G1(F1DΣc
) = DΣc

.

Let us assume conditions A1-A3. Now we can state the main result of this
paper.

Theorem 5.4. Two continuous-time systems Σc and Σ̃c are dynamically feed-
back equivalent if and only if their Euler’s discretizations are h-dynamically
feedback equivalent for every h > 0.

Proof. Two continuous-time systems are dynamically feedback equivalent if and
only if their differential algebras are isomorphic. Functor F transfers isomor-
phisms of the differential algebras (of the type AΣc) to isomorphisms of the
corresponding parametric difference algebras (of the type AΣd

with the fam-
ily of the difference operators dh). This means that Euler’s discretizations of
the continuous-time systems are h-dynamically feedback equivalent for every
discretization step h.

On the other hand, two discrete-time systems Σd and Σ̃d that are Euler’s
discretizations with the step h of two continuous-time systems are h-dynamically
feedback equivalent if and only if their h-difference algebras are isomorphic.
Functor G transfers isomorphisms of the parametric difference algebras (of the
type AΣd

with the family of the difference operators dh) to isomorphisms of the
differential algebras (of the type AΣc

). Hence, the continuous-time systems are
dynamically feedback equivalent.

Example 5.5. Let Σc be given by the equation

ẋ = u (21a)
ẏ = v (21b)
ż = xv (21c)

where (x, y, z) is the state and (u, v) is the control. We shall show that Σc is
dynamically feedback equivalent to the linear system Σ̃c:

˙̃x = ũ (22a)
˙̃y = ṽ. (22b)

Indeed, the dynamic transformations are given as follows:

x̃ = z, ỹ = y, ũ = xv, ṽ = v,

and

x =
˙̃x
˙̃y
, y = ỹ, z = x̃, u =

˙̃uṽ − ũ ˙̃v
ṽ2

, v = ṽ.
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Observe that the transformations are well defined if ṽ 6= 0.
After Euler’s discretization we obtain the following systems:

Σh
d , given by equations

x(k + 1) = x(k) + hu(k) (23a)
y(k + 1) = y(k) + hv(k) (23b)
z(k + 1) = z(k) + hx(k)v(k) (23c)

and Σ̃h
d , given by equations

x̃(k + 1) = x̃(k) + hũ(k) (24a)
ỹ(k + 1) = ỹ(k) + hṽ(k). (24b)

Let us consider transformations:

x̃(k) = z(k), ỹ(k) = y(k), (25a)
ũ(k) = x(k)v(k), ṽ(k) = v(k), (25b)

and

x(k) =
x̃(k + 1)− x̃(k)
ỹ(k + 1)− ỹ(k)

, y(k) = ỹ(k), z(k) = x̃(k), (26a)

u(k) =
ũ(k + 1)ṽ(k)− ũ(k)ṽ(k + 1)

hṽ(k)ṽ(k + 1)
, v(k) = ṽ(k). (26b)

Equations (25) define dynamic maps φ and ψ, and similarly equations (26)
define dynamic maps φ̃ and ψ̃. By Remark 3.1, choosing H = c1 or H = Hh,
we can extend ψ and ψ̃ to Ψ and Ψ̃, respectively. Then the maps (φ,Ψ) and
(φ̃, Ψ̃) give H-dynamic feedback equivalence of the discretized systems.

6 Discretization and linearization

Now we can apply the results of previous sections to the dynamic feedback
linearization problem.

Corollary 6.1. A continuous-time system is dynamically feedback linearizable if
and only if all its Euler’s discretizations are h-dynamically feedback linearizable.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.4 and the fact that a linear continuous-time
system is controllable if and only if its Euler discretization is also controllable.

Following Jakubczyk (1992) and Paw luszewicz (1998) we say that a differ-
ential algebra (A, D) (a difference algebra (A, d), respectively) is free if there
exist ω1, . . . , ωr ∈ A such that
1. for any function ν : Rk→R of class Cs there holds ν ◦W ≡ 0 ⇒ ν ≡ 0, where
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W = {Djwi}i=1,...,r
j=0,1,...

, (respectively W = {djwi}i=1,...,r
j=0,1,...

)

2. for any ϕ ∈ A there exists a function ν : Rk→R of class Cs such that
ϕ = ν ◦W .
Functions ω1, . . . , ωr are called free generators of the differential algebra (A, D)
(respectively of the difference algebra (A, d)).

Jakubczyk (1992) proved that the continuous-time control system Σc is dy-
namically linearizable if and only if its differential algebraAΣc

is free. Paw luszewicz
(1998) showed a similar result for discrete-time case.

Corollary 6.2. Let us consider system Σc and its Euler’s discretiztions. Then
(A(n,m), DΣc

) is a free differential algebra if and only if (A(n,m), dh) is free
for every h > 0.
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